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Meyer Lucas Real Estate of Jupiter Adds Three New Agents To Team

JUPITER, FL- (August 27, 2017) –  Meyer Lucas Real Estate eXp ("MLRE") announces today the
addition of three new agents to their top agent roster. Christina Sugrue, Leslie Rich, and Caroline
Harper have joined the Meyer Lucas Real Estate team.

“The addition of all three ladies is very exciting for us as a team and for our clients”, said MLRE
President, Holly Meyer Lucas. “Leslie, Caroline, and Christina were selected from our stacks of
applicants due to their high energy, go-getter attitudes, diverse backgrounds, and their ability to bring
a fresh new set of skills, experience, and career levels to our team. I am looking forward to these
women growing their careers with Meyer Lucas Real Estate.”

Caroline Harper brings a wealth of real estate experience to the MLRE team. She has been a
licensed Realtor in the Jupiter and Palm Beach area for over ten years. Caroline will be stepping into
a senior role with MLRE, working with MLRE’s luxury real estate clients and the MLRE Waterfront
Division.
Christina Sugrue joins the MLRE team after working extensively in the luxury retail and hospitality
industry, having spent the last five years at the world famous Eau Spa of Palm Beach. 
Leslie Rich brings extensive sales experience to the MLRE team after spending the last two decades
as a top recruiter in Dallas, Texas. Leslie is a proven sales leader and joins the team with a wealth of
traditional sales training, including the ability to convert leads and drive opportunities to close.
“These three women were selected from our stack of applicants due to their high energy, positive
attitudes, and the fresh new sets of skills each one of them brings to the team”, added Meyer Lucas.
“I am looking forward to helping these girls grow their careers and learning from them along the way.”

ABOUT MEYER LUCAS REAL ESTATE
Meyer Lucas Real Estate, eXp Realty is a leading real estate company headquartered in Jupiter,
Florida. Current clientele ranges from first time home buyers to high-net-worth individuals, Major
League Baseball (MLB) players, professional golfers, and athletes who live in Palm Beach County
during their off-seasons. Founder and President, Holly Meyer Lucas is an award winning, top
producing Realtor. She is regarded as an expert in the field of real estate and is often sought out as a
thought leader in the Sports and Entertainment real estate arena. Meyer Lucas is known locally and
nationally for her professional athlete and celebrity clientele and has been featured in various national
publications, including being featured on the cover of the national and international editions of Top
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Agent Magazine in 2016. 

For more information, please visit the Company’s Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube, or visit
www.meyerlucas.com.
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